### SECDEF Strategic Objectives (as of 6 May 03)
(as outlined in SECDEF briefing 21 Mar 03)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECDEF Objective</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SO.1 To end the Regime of Saddam Hussein. | - Regime of Saddam Hussein no longer exists  
- Republican Guard, Special Republican Guard and Special Security Organization destroyed  
- 18 of the top 55 leaders captured/3 killed |
| SO.2 Identify, isolate and eventually eliminate Iraq's weapons of mass destruction. | - Iraq's ability to launch TBM's eliminated  
- Findings on potential bio-lab trailer appear consistent with previous design source descriptions  
- Iraq Support Group initial capability o/a 1 June with full operational capability by 15 Aug  
- 56 of 68 priority sites exploited; no discovered to date |
| SO.3 To search for, capture, drive out terrorists | - Ansar Al-Islam's organization defeated and safe haven destroyed  
- (b) PLF captured 15 Apr  
- (b) of Abu Nidal Organization surrendered 18 Apr |
| SO.4 To collect such intelligence as we can find related to terrorist networks in Iraq and beyond. | - Assessments ongoing of Khurma material  
- FBI teams deployed and ready to exploit any evidence of terrorist connections  
- FBI team deployed to interview Iraqi Intelligence Service (U.S. desk officer) captured |
| SO.5 To collect such intelligence as we can find related to the global network of illicit weapons of mass destruction activity. | - Immigrations & Customs Sensitive Site Exploitation in Umm Qasr resulted in several leads |
| SO. 6 To end sanctions and to immediately deliver humanitarian relief. | - UN Security Council extended Oil for Food program to 3 June  
- UNSECOORD declared many areas in southern Iraq *permissive* for IO/NGO participation  
- Progress on power generation and paying workers which are CMO’s most significant impediments  
- Several Coalition Nations providing aid and medical support |
| SO. 7 To secure Iraq’s oil fields and resources, which belong to the Iraqi people. | - Northern and Southern Oil Fields secure  
- Iraqi Oil Companies have rehired and paid workers  
- Limited gas and heavy oil products being produced to support internal power systems  
- Export mechanism required |
| SO. 8 To help the Iraqi people create the conditions for a rapid transition to a representative self-government. | - ORHA HQ established in Baghdad; three Regional Governance Teams operational  
- Second successful meeting for Interim Iraqi Authority (IIA) executed in Baghdad on 28 April  
- ORHA working with Iraqis to re-establish ministries |
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1. DEPSECDEF requested info on making 200-400 "armed security guards": assessment and recommend.
2. Previous tasks (continued): put energy into the oil swap program with Jordan, Turkey, and Kuwait.
3. DEPSECDEF requested range of options we could execute in terms of dealing with PLO. Policy still in draft stage—this info to feed policy. Desire is to be able to send message we are not releasing terrorists.
4. CTJF to provide info to JCJF.
5. Provide Gen Franks plan to increase boots on ground (vice armor) in Baghdad. Intent is to increase foot patrols.
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☑ DEPSECDEF asked urgent QIR assessment on authenticity of latest Saddam audio tape. Share provide info by 5/13.
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